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AUKAN (DJOEKA)

The five vowel system of Aukan makes it possible to write the vowels

without recourse to either the French based or the Africanist writing needed
for Saramaccan. Because of the requirement that a tone be associated with

each vowel, however, and because of the occurrence of up to three vowels in

a syllable (subject to restrictions that differ but slightly from those of

Saramaccan), Dutch spelling conventions like oe and ie appear to be
unwieldy in this context. Preference initially will be given to a, e, i, o, u,

with phonetic values approximately as in Spanish.

Syllable initial consonants are p, t, k, b, d, g, f, s, m, n, 1, w, j, h. All

but the last three of these may be followed by w or j before the first vowel
of the syllable. The combinations kw and gw have as free variants the

phonetic double stops [kp, gb] or the labialized stops [kw, gw].

The syllable final nasal functions as in Saramaccan. At the beginning of

a word, however, the same nasal occurs before a consonant as a separate

syllable as far as the rhythm of the word is concerned. It does not, however,

carry contrastive tone. A word initial s before a voiceless stop in a stressed

syllable also occurs in alternation with s followed by an unstressed vowel of

predictable quality.

Tone and punctuation are written as in Saramaccan.
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AUKAN (Djoeka)

En so den ben abaa na a liba, disi wi kaai Kawina Liba. Di den abaa de,

de abaa teke gwe na 6pu fu Kawina. En so den ben waka langa langa gwe
teee na Mama Ndjuka ede, pe wi kaai Mama Ndjuka.

'And so they crossed the river we call Kawina (Commewijne). Having crossed

it, they went way upstream along the Commewijne. Thus they walked a long,

long way, clear to the upper Tapanahonij, the place we call Mama Ndjuka.'
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